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Author/Journalist  Dr.  Naomi  Wolf  reveals  shocking  Pfizer  &  FDA  malfeasance  (most  likely
criminal acts) & terrifying revelations re vaccines that her 3000-strong army of relevant
experts  uncovered  in  the  Pfizer  document  dump  that  FDA  wanted  to  keep  hidden  for  75
years.

Dr Naomi Wolf discusses her recent article ‘Dear friends, Sorry to announce a Genocide. It’s
really true, they know they are killing the babies‘. The article is based on a review by The
War  Room /  Daily  Clout  regarding  Pfizer  document  research  that  the  FDA wanted  to  keep
under wraps for 75 years. Dr Wolf is one of the worlds most influential feminists and a best
selling  author,  columnist  and  professor.  Her  book  ‘Give  me  liberty  ;  A  handbook  for
American Revolutionaries predicted the current crisis in authoritarianism.
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